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New Candidate for Durham pledges to stand in the divide and reach out to both parties.
Erik Raudsep for NC House District 31
Durham, NC: December 9th 2017 - Erik Raudsep of the North Carolina Libertarian Party
has announced his candidacy for House District 31 of the NC General Assembly.
Erik Raudsep is running to bridge the chasm on Jones Street. "For too long North
Carolina politicians have resorted to verbal punches, only suitable for Twitter or
Facebook. Good government is never quite so easy." Erik pledges to find and drive real,
long term solutions that will make North Carolina a leader among states again.
Raudsep has lived in Durham for 9 years. Proud of his success as the owner of a home
inspection business, Raudsep believes that the real driving factor for success of the
community is small business. "We must invest in the future of struggling communities by
helping the individual. Of course we want growth and success. That comes from within.
People and families of the community are the success for the community."
Raudsep said, "Sixty-one percent of Americans believe that both major parties fail to
represent them and it is time for a change. I will represent common sense, willingness to
have real conversations and a true open dialog. Most important, I do not harbor contempt
for either the left or the right." Instead throwing stones at the other side, Raudsep expects
to stand on the divide. "I'll reach out to both sides and together we will reach higher
ground, move forward as we so desperately need in these days of political darkness."
The Raudsep campaign will hold a campaign kick off at Ponysaurus Brewing
Company at 219 Hood St., Durham on December 9th from 2PM to 5PM. Public
address will be made at 3:30PM His invitation extends to voters from all political
parties.
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